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In this paper we point out a mistake in the paper “Abstract Multiparameter 
Theory I” of P. J. Browne. We give new proofs for some of the results of P. J. 
Browne. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper we study the “Abstract Multiparameter Theory” of 
P. J. Browne [2] (or [ 6, Chap. 4 1). We first summarize the assumptions and 
definitions made in [2]. 
(1.1) Assumptions. Let H, ,..., H, (k E N) be Hilbert spaces and 
H = H, @ ... @ H, be their tensor product. Let 
T, v,, .‘. V,k 
i: : 4 ik I(, ‘. * tkk 
be an array of operators, where T,: H, 2 D(7’,) + H, are s.a. (self-adjoint) 
operators and V,, : H, + H, are bounded s.a. operators (r, s = l,..., k). 
We assume that the determinant d, := det(VA) is positive definite, i.e., 
d, > cidH for some E > 0. (TT and VA denote the operators induced in the 
tensor product space H by T, and I’,,, respectively). 
(1.2) DEFINITIONS. D := or=, D(T:) is a dense linear subspace of H. 
Let 4, be the cofactor of Vr’, in the expansion of A,. Let the operators 
A,. r, : H 3 D -+ H (s = l,..., k) be defined by 
r, := A,’ A, ( LI indicates the omission of the column (V,,)z= ,). 
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We denote by ( , ) the inner product in H. [x,J~] := (d,x,~) defines a 
topologically equivalent inner product in H. 
The multiparameter eigenvalue problem concerns eigenvalues 
(A 1,...) n/o E Rk and eigenvectors x1 @ **a @x, E H\(O} such that 
T,x, + c:=, AS VrSx, = 0 (r = l,..., k). One is interested in eigenvector 
expansions. In general, however, there are not enough eigenvectors for the 
multiparameter problem. Therefore it is necessary to introduce the notion of 
a spectrum for the multiparameter problem. For this purpose one considers 
the resolution of the identity with k parameters for the operator system 
I- , ,..,, r,. In this way Browne obtained a generalized eigenvector expansion 
12, Theorem 41. However, the resolution of the identity for the operator 
system r, ,..., r, (with respect o the inner product [ . 1) is defined only if 
the two following lemmata hold. 
(1.3) ([2, Lemma 31). The operators_r, (s = l,..., k) are [ , ]-ess. s.a. 
(essentially self-adjoint), i.e., the closures r, are [ , ]-s.a. (in [2] the closures 
FS are again denoted by I’,). 
(1.4) ([2, Theorem 2)). The operators c (s = l,..., k) are pairwise 
commutatiLTe (in the spectral sense). 
These statements are true, but the proof of (1.3) in [2] is not correct. 
The eigenvalues of the multiparameter problem are the simultaneous eigen- 
values of the system c,..., G. To prove this the next lemma is needed. 
(1.5) ([2, Lemma 41). n,“=, D(T,)=D. 
This statement is true, but the proof of (1.5) in [2] is not correct. Also the 
statement 
(1.6) ([2, Theorem l(i)]). D(c)= of=, D(Tz do,,) 
is false. 
In Section 2 we construct a counterexample which shows the mistake in 
the proofs of (1.3), (1.5) and in statement (1.6). Since we are unable to 
correct the proofs of (1.3) and (1.5) we give new proofs for these statements 
in Sections 3 and 4. 
2. A COUNTEREXAMPLE 
In the proof of (1.3) in [2] Browne first calculates an explicit expression 
for c (= adjoint of r, with respect o the inner product [ , I): 
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(2.1) (12. p. 2641). 
Now (1.3) and (1.5) follow from (2.1). However, statement (2.1) is false. 
This is shown by the following simple example: 
k = 2. H, = Hz = 1’(N), 
H = H, @ Hz = ?(N x N) 
The tensor mapping @: H, x H, -+ H is given by (x,), @ (~1~)~ =
(-xn YAnl~ The operators T,: H,x D(T,.) -+ H, (r = 1, 2) are defined by 
D(T,)= ((.Y,),,:~&,~~ <co}. Tr(x,l), = (XX,,), and the operators 
V,,:H,-+H,by V,,=VII=idH,, Vzl=idHL, V,,=O. 
Assumptions (1.1) are satisfied (A, = idH). We have 
D(T:) = I (x,,),, E H: 2: 1 nx,,l’ < 00 1, 
/ rr .m 
D( Ti+) = 
T: C~“,L, = (~~X,,h,,. 7-T km),,n, = wG,“L 3 
D(T,) = D = D(T:)n D(T+). r, = T; - T: . 
For all (x,,,,),, E D(T,) we have (6,, = Kronecker symbol) 
This shows that ((l/n) d,,,,),,,, E D(c). In our example statement (2.1) 
(s = 1) means D(rf) c D. This is false since ((l/n) S,,),, E D(rl’)w. In 
fact we have 
D@,) = D(T7) = )(x,,),, E H: x I(n - m) xn,,l’ < co I 
I ?I.“, i 
This contradicts (1.6). 
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In the proof of (2.1) in [2] one considers an operator A which in general, 
however, is defined only on a proper subset of D. Therefore the conclusion in 
[2, p. 264, line 41 is not possible. 
3. PROOFS OF (1.3)=> (1.4) AND (1.3)+ (1.5) 
In this section let assumptions (1.1) with definitions (1.2) be given. We 
want to show: (1.3) 3 (1.4) and (1.3) 3 (1.5). 
(3.1) LEMMA. Let x E D. Then T,.u (s = l...., k) is the unique solution of 
the equations 
T;.u+ q’ V,;r,x=O (r = l..... k). 
s= I 
Proof: See 14. Theorem 21 or 16, Theorem 2.91. 
(3.2) LEMMA. The operators rF (s = l,..., k) are [ , I-symmetric. 
Proof. See [2, Lemma I]. 
(3.3) DEFINITIONS. Let I,, be the set of all rectangles M, x -. . x 
M, c Ip”, where M, ,..., M, are bounded intervals in IR. For 
M=M, x ... x M, E 1, let W,(M,), W:(M,) be the spectral measures of M, 
belonging to the s.a. operators T,, T,!, respectively. Assumptions (1.1) are 
again satisfied if we replace the operators T,, by the bounded operators 
T,. W,(M,). In this case we denote the r-operators of (1.2) by f,(M). 
(3.4) LEMMA. The operators I’,(M) (s = l,.... k) hate the following 
properties : 
(a) T,(M): HA H is bounded and [ , I-s.a.. 
(b) ~,(W = -A,’ Z;:, 4,rr T: W:(M,), 
(cl T: W:(M,) + S::- , V:, T,(M) = 0, 
(d) T,(M)~~f,?c(xED,1,3M~a’~), 
(e) T,(M) r,(M) = T,(M) T,(M) (r, s = l,..., k). 
Proof: (a) (3.2); (b) (1.2); (c) (3.1): (d) see (b); (e) see [6, 
Theorem 3.2 ]. 
(3.5) LEMMA. Suppose (1.3) holds. Then we hate 
(T,(M)-i)-‘x+(E-i)-‘X (xEH,Ik3M+Rk). 
Proof. Use (3.4)(d) and [5, VIII Corollary 1.61. 
409m:1-4 
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(3.6) THEOREM. (1.3) + (1.4). 
Prooj Let r, s E ( 1 ,..., k} and ME I,. By Lemma (3.4)(e) the operator 
T,(M) commutes with T,(M). Hence (T,(M) - i)-’ commutes with 
(f,(M) - i)) ‘. Let kf-, Pk and use (3.5) and the equicontinuity of the 
operators (Z,(M) - i)-‘, (Z,(M) - i)-’ (ME Z,J. It follows that (c-- i)-i 
commutes with (c- i)-‘. Hence c commutes with TJ. 
(3.7) LEMMA. Suppose (1.3) holds. Then the operator (?;; - i) o . . . o 
(G - i) does not depend on the order of the factors and 
D((C - i) 0 ... 0 (c - i)) c D. 
Proof. The first statement follows from (3.6). 
Let z E D((T, - i) o . . . o (r, - i)), ME I,, z,, := (Z-,(M) - i)-’ o . . . 0 
(T,(M)-i)-’ 0 (c-i)0 ... 0 (c-i);. 
Lemma 3.5 yields zM-+ z, (T,(M) - i) z,+,+ 
z-,(M) zu + T,z. 
By (3.4)(c) we have (r = l,..., k) 
T: W: (M,.);,, + ” VGT,(M 
571 
E - i)z (M + Rk), hence 
z,, = 0. 
The sum C converges as M -+ R k. therefore also the other teem. Now we 
use that T: is a closed operator and W:(M,.) z,,, -+ z. It follows that 
z E D(T,+). 
(3.8) THEOREM. (1.3)= (1.5), 
Proof. Let x E n:==, D(f,). We want to show x E D. 
Let NE Zk and V(N) be the spectral measure of N belonging to the system 
F,..., c of commuting [ , I--s.a. operators (see (3.6)). 
By (3.7) we obtain 
V(N)xED((T, -i)o . . . o (Z-,-i))cD. 
Thus the choice of x implies 
Z-, V(N) x = rr V(N) x + r,x (N -+ Rk). 
By Lemma 3.1 we have (r = l..... k) 
T; V(N) .Y + x V,: Z-, V(N) x = 0. 
*=1 
The sum C converges as N --* Rk, therefore also the other term. This 
shows x E D(T:). 
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4. PROOF OF (1.3) 
We prove (1.3) by induction k + k + 1. We remark that in a similar 
situation KBlIstrGm and Sleeman [4] also use an inductive argument. First 
we need some lemmata. 
(4.1) LEMMA. We assume: H = H, @ Hz is the tensor product of the 
Hilbert spaces H, , H, ; k E N ; 
C, : H, 3 D(C,) --t H, are s.a. pairwise commutative operators 
(s = l,..., k); 
B,: HI - H, are bounded s.a. operators (s = I,..., k); 
A: Hz 2 D(A) 3 Hz is a s.a. operator. 
Then the operator F: H 2 D(F) + H, defined by 
D(F) = fi D(C:) n D(A +), F= 5 B:C; +A+ 
and the restricted operator G = F JD,G,, where 
D(G) = h D(C,) 0, D(A), x=1 
are ess. s.a. (0, denotes the algebraic tensor product). 
ProoJ: Since F is symmetric, it suffrces to prove that G is ess. s.a.. For 
A4 E I, let W(M), Wt (M) be the spectral measures of A4 belonging to the 
systems C, ,..., C, and C: ,..., Cl, respectively. For NE I, let V(N), V+(N) 
be the spectral measures of N belonging to A and A +, respectively. 
F(MXN):= i B,?C; W+(M)-tA+V+(N) 
is a bounded s.a. operator H - H. Now let z E D(G*), M E I,, NE I,. For 
all x E H,, y E Hz we compute 
(x 0 y, W+(M) V+ (N) F(M x N) z) 
= (F(M x N) W+ (M) V+ (N)(x By), z) 
= (G W+ (V v+ (N)(x 0 Y), z> 
= (W+(M) ~+(N)(x@Y), G*z) 
= (x@y, W+(M) V+(N) G*z). 
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Thus 
W+ (M)V+ (N) G*z = W+(M) V+ (N) F(M x N) z 
= K7 V+(N) B; C: W+(M) z + A + V+(N) W+(M) z. 
7-I 
Now fix z,M and let N- Ik. Then W+(M) V’(N) G*z tends to 
W’(M) G*z and the sum x to xz=, B: C: W’(M) z. Hence also 
A ’ V+(N) W+(M) z converges. It follows that W’(M) z E D(A + ), 
A+V+(jV) W+(M)z+A+W+(M)z and 
W+(M)G*z= + B:C: W+(M)Z+A+W+(M)Z=PW+(M)~. - 
,=I 
Thus FW+(Mj z + G*z as M- IFA. Since W’(M) z+ z. we obtain 
z E D(F) and Fz = G*z. Thus we have proved G* c i? This shows that G* 
is symmetric and therefore G is ess. s.a.. 
(4.2) LEMMA. Let P: H + H be a positice definite operator in the Hilbert 
space (H. ( . )) and [x, y] := (P,Y, y) be the inner product induced by P. 
Then a linear operator A: H =) D(A) + H is ( . )-ess. s.a. iff Pm ‘A is 
[ , I-ess. s.a.. 
Proof. Obvious, 
(4.3) LEMMA. Let (H, ( , )) be the tensor product of the Hilbert spaces 
(HJ, ( , ),) (j = 1, 2), P, : H, + Hi be positive definite operators and 
[x, ~71~ := (P,x, y), be the inner products induced by P,. 
Then the tensor product of the Hilbert spaces (H,, 1 . I,) can be identtjied 
with (H. [ , I), where [x1 y] := (P: P’x,y). 
ProoJ This follows from the definition of the tensor product of Hilbert 
spaces. 
We now combine these lemmata with the results of Section 3 to obtain the 
following inductive argument. 
(4.4) LEMMA. Let assumptions (1.1) be given by the arra) 
7-1 V,, ... V,.k+, 
T, c;,, . . . vk.;+, . 
Vk+,., ..  Vk+,.k+, 
If we delete the last row and the last column, suppose the remaining array 
also satisfies (1.1). Accordingly in (1.2) we denote Dtk’. Dckt I’, rlk’. rt”’ I’. 
etc. 
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Suppose that the operators pXk’ (s = l,..., k) are (AL” ., .)--ess. s.a.. 
Then the operator r’,“,,” is (Aa’ ” a, ‘)-ess. s.a.. 
Proof By definition 
i 
T: VT, . . . v;, ’ 
djl$‘)=(-l)kt’ det i+ j+ ... ia . 
TL, V& ... Vk= I.k 
Expanding the determinant we obtain for x E DCk’, y E D(T,+ ,) 
-Aik,f,“(x 0-y) = Abk’x @ T,, , y + 4 Ajk’x @ V,, ,.Sy, 
s+ I 
hence 
-(Af+‘)+ A;~,“(x@y)=x~~ Tk+,y+ ; l-zk’x@ Vk+,,s~. 
s=I 










H, @ ..e @ H, with the inner product (Ah” . . a) 
H ktl 
H, @ .*. OH,,, with the inner product (AL”+ ., .) (use 
Lemma 4.3) 
Fik’ (by assumption these operators are (Af’ . . .)-s.a. and by 
Theorem 3.6 these operators are pairwise commutative) 
V k+ I.5 
T kfl 
Dtk’ 0, D(T,+ ,) (Theorem 3.8 implies n$=, D(C,) = Dck’) 
-(A b”’ -‘) + AIl;f,,” &) 
Using Lemma 4.3 and Theorems 3.6 and 3.8 we have shown that the 
assumptions of Lemma 4.1 are satisfied. Thus by Lemma 4.1 the operator G 
is (Akk’+ ., .)-ess s.a. From Lemma 4.2 and (A$k’-‘)t = (Abk”)-’ it follows 
that the operator AL?,,” /D(G) and therefore also the operator Aik++,” is ess. s.a. 
with respect to the original inner product in H, @ ..a @ HA+, . Using 
Lemma 4.2 again we see that the operator Tik++,‘+ = (AhA’ I’)-’ A’k:+,” is 
(k+ 1) 
(A, ., .jess. s.a. 
Now we need a generalization of [4; Lemma I]. 
(4.5) LEMMA. Under assumptions (1.1) consider fixed vectors 
x, E H,\{O} (r = l,..., k) and define the real matrix L := 
((VrsXr~Xr))r.s~,l ,..., k,. 
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Then 
(a) det L > 0. 
(b) Zf we define 
assumptions (1.1) are given again by the array 
In particular we have J0 = (det L)-’ A,. 
(c) Zf we delete the rth row and column (r = l,..., k) in the arra)’ (VT,), 
the determinant of the remaining array is positive definite. 
(d) For x E D we have 
(TJ =L-l(7J. 
Proof. (a) det L = (det(VG)(x, @ ... @ xk), x, @ ..- @ xk) > 0. 
(b) p,,: H, + H, is a bounded s.a. operator and det(vA) = 
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Now take the determinant of both sides and note that the determinant 
of the array on the right-hand side as an operator in H, @ .e. 0 
H,- , @ H,, , @ . . . @ H, is positive definite. 
(d) Use (3.1). 
(4.6) THEOREM. Under assumptions (1.1) with defbitions (1.2) 
statements (1.3), (1.4), (1.5) are true. 
ProoJ It suffices to show (1.3). the other statements then follow from 
Theorems 3.6 and 3.8. We prove (1.3) by induction k + k + 1. 
k = 1: See Lemma 4.2. 
k --* k + 1: Let assumptions (1.1) be given by the array 
First we use (4.5) to obtain the array 
and the operators fik+ I). By induction and Lemma 4.4 (modified in an 
obvious manner) these operators are (‘a’a + ” . , . )-ess. s.a. 
By (4.5)(d), (4.1) (with H, = C, H = H, 0 C = H,, A = 0) and (3.8) the 
operators Plk+l) are (A~““’ ., .)-ess. s.a. This completes the proof. 
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